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Abstract—Decentralized Critical infrastructure management
systems will play a key role in reducing costs and improving
the quality of service of industrial processes, such as electricity
production. The recent malwares (e.g. Stuxnet) revealed several
vulnerabilities in today’s Distributed Control Systems (DCS),
but most importantly they highlighted the lack of an efficient
scientific approach to conduct experiments that measure the
impact of cyber threats on both the physical and the cyber
parts of Networked Critical Infrastructures (NCIs). The study of
those complex systems, either physical or cyber, could be carried
out by experimenting with real systems, software simulators or
emulators. Experimentation with production systems suffers from
the inability to control the experiment environment. On the other
hand the development of a dedicated experimentation infrastruc-
ture with real components is often economically prohibitive and
disruptive experiments on top of it could be a risk to safety. In this
paper, we focus on the implementation of a Cyber-Physical (CP)
testbed which includes physical equipment. We illustrate and
the cyber security issues on the communication channel between
the Critical Infrastructures(CIs), such as a power grid, a nuclear
plant and the energy market. We simulate the power grid network
(including nuclear plant), but we emulate the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) part which is the focus of
our work. Within this context we assume that we are able to
implement scenarios, which produce consequences on the normal
operation of the power power grid and the financial area.

Index Terms—Networked Industrial Control Systems; Cyber
security; Cyber physical system; power grid; power market;
Nuclear plant;

I. INTRODUCTION

EUROPEAN security, both physical and economic, rests

upon a foundation of highly interdependent critical in-

frastructures. A critical infrastructure [1] refers to an asset,

system or part thereof located in Member States that is

essential for the maintenance of vital societal functions, such

as health, safety, security, economic or social well-being of

people. The disruption or destruction of such infrastructures

would have a significant impact on a Member State as a result

of the failure to maintain these functions. The damage to a

critical infrastructure, its destruction or disruption by natural

disasters, terrorism, criminal activity or malicious behaviour,

may have a significant negative impact on the security of the

EU and the well-being of its citizens [2].

Given the lack of practical experience with massive infras-

tructure failures, modeling a multi-CI testbed is highly crucial.

Interdependencies between CIs are similarly highlighted in

numerous technical publications [3][4][19][20]. The underly-

ing technical theme is that modeling and designing of critical

infrastructures must take a holistic, systemic perspective and

incorporate interdependencies. In this paper, we examine the

complexity of the infrastructure interdependency and highlight

the relevant cyber security impact.

In the past, CIs were isolated environments and used

proprietary hardware and protocols, thus limiting the threats

that could affect them. Nowadays, CIs or more accurately

Distributed Control Systems (DCS) are exposed to significant

cyber-threats; a fact that has been highlighted by many studies

on the security of Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

(SCADA) systems [5], [6], [7].

In this paper, we explore the complexity of the infrastruc-

ture interdependency security issues and we design a testbed

(Fig. 1), which combines:

• simulated physical infrastructures (e.g. power grid and

nuclear plant),

• simulated power stock market,

• emulated ICT controlling infrastructure, and

• real physical equipments, i.e. Programmable Logical

Controllers (PLCs).

Based on this implementation, the Network & Information

Security Laboratory (NIS Lab) created a cyber-physical sys-

tem/prototype in order to underline and motivate the need

for modeling multiple interconnected critical infrastructures,

since the behavior of an interconnected one can be propagated.

We discuss the implementation of the testbed and illustrate a

possible attack scenario, which shows that network anomalies

can produce financial and power disturbances.

The paper is structured as follows. Our study is presented in

the context of other related approaches in Section II. In section

III we show in detail our experimentation infrastructure and its

elements. The experimental scenarios and setup are presented

in Section IV. Conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Recent events such as Stuxnet [8], Duqu [9] and Flame

[10], caused the scientific community to address cyber security

concerns regarding CP systems. In this section we provide a

brief presentation of the most relevant approaches addressing
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Fig. 1: Experimentation framework architectural overview

the resilience of cyber physical systems, which take into

consideration both the communication infrastructure and the

control of physical processes.

Nai Fovino et al. [18] proposed an experimental platform

to study the effects of cyber attacks against NICS. In their

paper the authors described several attack scenarios, including

DoS attacks and worm infections that send Modbus packets to

control hardware. Although the authors provided a wide range

of countermeasures, they did not however identify communi-

cation parameters that affect the outcome of the attacks. They

took into consideration the skills and efforts required by the

attacker, as was the case of Stuxnet, where developers also

had knowledge of the PLC code, OS and hardware details.

An approach where a cyber physical system is tested for

cyber events, has been proposed by Hahn et al. [12]. They

offer a high level overview of testbed functionality, including

its control, communication, and physical components along

with a mapping of components to research requirements.

Additionally, Yardley et al. [13] propose that complex cyber-

physical systems like the ones found in the smart grid require

a combination of methodology, quantification, and testbed

environments to drive tool creation to assist in the evaluation

of the systems under test. They present an approach to security

testing methodology and illustrate the use of testbeds in de-

veloping tools for cutting-edge systems. Both papers highlight

the issue but they do not integrate additional infrastructures in

order to show the interdependency issues.

Finally, a similar experiment has also been documented by

Davis, et al. [14] that used the PowerWorld server to study

the effects of communication delays between the physical

process and human operators.

III. EXPERIMENTATION FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

The experimentation framework developed in our previous

work [16] follows a hybrid approach, where the Emulab-

based testbed recreates the control and process network of

NICS, including Programmable Logical Controllers (PLCs)

and SCADA servers, and a software simulation reproduces the

physical processes.. The main two elements of our laboratory

are:

• an experimental platform for resilience, security and sta-

bility research, called Experimental Platform for Internet

Contingencies (EPIC) [11], which supports the security

assessment of cyber-physical systems. The EPIC test-bed

can efficiently recreate realistic network topologies and

conditions (e.g. delay and loss characteristics of Wide

Area Network - WAN links) of the Internet infrastructure.

• a physical system simulator, called the Assessment plat-

form for Multiple Interdependent Critical Infrastructures

(AMICI)[16], which can simulate in real time critical

physical infrastructures, e.g. a power grid, and can in-

teract with the emulated network test-bed.

The architecture of EPIC suggests the use of an emulation

testbed based on the Emulab software [11] in order to recreate

the cyber part of NCIs, e.g., servers and corporate network,

and the use of software simulation (AMICI) for the physical

components, e.g., power grid and nuclear plant.

A. The controlling ICT network

The cyber layer is recreated by an emulation testbed that

uses the Emulab architecture and software [17] to automati-

cally and dynamically map physical components (e.g. servers,

switches) to a virtual topology. In other words, the Emulab

software configures the physical topology in a way that it

emulates the virtual topology as transparently as possible. This

way we gain significant advantages in terms of repeatability,

scalability and controllability of our experiments.

Besides the process network, the cyber layer also includes

the control logic code, that in the real world is implemented by

PLCs. The control code can be run sequentially or in parallel

to the physical model. In the sequential case, a tightly coupled

code (TCC) is used, i.e. code that is running in the same

memory space with the model, within the SC unit. In the

parallel case, a loosely coupled code (LCC) is used, i.e. code

that is running in another address space, possibly on another

host, within the R-PLC unit (Remote PLC). The cyber-physical

layer incorporates the PLC memory, seen as a set of registers

typical to PLCs, and the communication interfaces that glue

together the other two layers.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the emulated cyber-part of our

experimental setup. Each simulation of the physical processes

runs at a different host. Moreover, in conjunction with Fig. 1

(i) the simulation of the main power grid is running on the

lower right part of the network, (ii) the PLC is connected on

the upper right, (iii) the power market on the upper left, and

(iv) the nuclear plant on the left lower part. All these simulated

infrastructures communicate though the ICT network .
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Fig. 2: The EPIC network topology for the specific implemen-

tation taken directly from Emulab’s web interface.

B. Description of Nuclear Plant

In this section we present our simplified Pressurized Water

Reactor (PWR). PWRs constitute the most established and

diffuse types of operational Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), so

they have been included in this study to represent the nuclear

typology of the generating capacity of the power grid [25].

The proposed reactor model serves as an example to illus-

trate the concept behind the framework of analysis of cyber-

attacks on ICT communicating infrastructure of a power grid

including nuclear power plants: it is admittedly simplified in

its technical features and strong assumptions are made to keep

the focus on the methodological framework.

In a PWR, the energy generated by the fission of atoms

heats water, which is pumped under high pressure from the

primary circuit to the reactor core. The heated water then flows

through a heat exchanger, where it transfers its thermal energy

to a secondary circuit, where steam is generated and flows to

turbines, which in turn spin an electric generator [26]. The

model presented here concentrates on the primary circuit. In

the reactor, water, which acts as the moderator and the coolant,

passes through the core with upward flow and removes the

heat, which the fuel contained in the fuel bars has generated

through fission (Fig. 3).

Water enters the bottom of the reactor core at about 275 ◦C

(TIN ) is heated and flows upwards through the reactor core

at a temperature of about 315 ◦C (TOUT ). Despite the high

temperature, water remains liquid due to the high pressure in

the primary coolant loop, usually around 155 bar.

Within the hypothesis of a thermal power PTH uniformly

distributed along the core, the dynamics of the reactor can be

modeled considering the variation of the power generated by

the fuel and the power absorbed by the moderator [26]:

MFCF

dTF

dt
= PTH − k (TF − TM ) (1)

Fig. 3: Simplified model of the core of a PWR. The water flow

Γ enters the bottom of the reactor at temperature TIN and is

heated to a temperature TOUT while flowing upward through

the core.

MMCM

dTM

dt
= (TF − TM )− ΓCM (TOUT − TIN ) (2)

TOUT = 2TM − TIN (3)

where

• MF and MM are respectively, the fuel and moderator

masses,

• CF and CM are the fuel and moderator thermal coeffi-

cients,

• k is the global thermal coefficient, which accounts for the

thermal exchange between fuel and water,

• Γ is the moderator flow and it can vary within the range

of 104-105 tonn/h, and

• TF and TM are the fuel and the moderator temperatures.

In particular, TM is computed as the average between the

inflow (TIN ) and the outflow (TOUT ) temperature of the

water.

The equations (1), (2) present energetic balances on fuel and

on moderator respectively. On the fuel side (first equation),

the change in the produced energy is given by a source term

PTH , the produced thermal power, subtracted by the energy

exchanged with the moderator. On the moderator side (second

equation), the change in the absorbed energy is given by the

difference between the energy exchanged and absorbed by

the moderator. The equation (3) represents the assumed tie

between the inflow and the outflow temperature of the water.

In the model, the demanded power PTH and the inflow

temperature TIN of the moderator are the inputs. When an

increase of 1kW of power and of 1 ◦C is given to the input

variables, the step response of the system (Fig. 4) evidences

that temperature rises by a factor of P/(MFCF ) ≈ 0.2. Since

power acts mostly on the fuel temperature, the effects on the

moderator temperature are negligible (Fig. 4). It is noteworthy

that if the power is considered uniformly distributed inside the

core, the thermal exchange between fuel and moderator is slow

(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Step response of the system. Thermal power PTH and

inflow temperature TIN have been given respectively a raise

of 1 kW and 1 ◦C.

C. Power market

Since more than one decade, a political change of mind has

led to the liberalization of the power markets. Its goal: the cre-

ation of an internal European market that achieves security of

supply and competitive prices and services for the customers.

In this market, a growing variety of enterprises organizes the

production, the trading, the marketing, the transmission and

the supply of electricity, respecting appropriate regulation.

Producers compete to sell energy at the best possible price.

The suppliers which deliver electricity to the final consumers

buy the energy on the wholesale market from the producers

or the trading companies. Power markets or spot markets

offer trading platforms [21][22][23][24] to allow members to

exchange information on values and prices and to submit bids

for buying and selling power. Therefore a possible interrup-

tion between the communication of the power grid and the

power market can lead to financial disturbances and even to

market/prices manipulation.

In our testbed we have implemented a spot market, which

provides automatically the prices on the requested quantity. If

the requested energy quantity is not able to be provided by

the lowest price energy producer, then the rest is obtained by

the next one. For example, if the requested quantity is 100

KW and the lowest price producer is able to provide only 70

KW, the remaining 30 are going to be obtained by the second

lowest one.

D. The power grid model

The IEEE electrical grid models [15] are extensively used

by the scientific community since they are known to accurately

encapsulate the basic characteristics of real infrastructures.

As such, AMICI provides a broad range of grid models to

experiment with, including the Western System Coordinating

Council’s (WSCC) 3-machine 9-bus system, and the 30-bus,

39-bus and 118-bus test cases, which represent a portion of

the American Electric Power System as of early 1960. These

constitute realistic models which are well-established within

the power systems community and provide a wide range of

power system configurations. An example graphical “bus-

view” of the IEEE 30-bus power grid test system is given

in Fig. 5. The IEEE 30 Bus Test Case represents a portion of

the American Electric Power System (in the Midwestern US).

Apart from the connecting buses, it consists of 6 generators

and 20 load consuming buses. This is the main IEEE power

grid we are going to use for our testbed.

Fig. 5: The IEEE 30-bus test system.

E. Integration into AMICI

We have developed a generic approach to integrate a wide

range of IEEE electrical grid models into Simulink and to

prepare them for real-time simulation. This way AMICI [16]

facilitates the timely integration of other models and eliminates

manual, error-prone operations, which are mainly due to the

large number of vectors and matrices that must be set-up.

The physical processes are implemented into AMICI by

creating the Simulink models via the mathematical functions,

but from a technical point of view real-time simulation of IEEE

grid models in AMICI is enabled through a combination of

two Matlab open-source libraries: MatPower [27] and MatDyn

[28]. MatPower is an open-source Matlab package for solving

power flow and optimal power flow problems. It is a simulation

tool that includes several built-in IEEE test systems, which are

already prepared for analysis. Since MatPower only provides

static analysis of power systems, it needs to be coupled with

MatDyn in order to benefit from its support for dynamic

analysis, i.e., real-time simulation.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Experimental Setup

The following experimental setup was implemented in the

Joint Research Centre’s (JRC) EPIC laboratory. The Emu-

lab testbed included nodes with the following configuration:

FreeBSD OS 8, Intel Xeon E5606 @2.1GHz and 2GB of

RAM.

As shown in Fig. 2 the experimental setup consisted of 2

Routers (Cisco 6503), which have four Gigabit experimental

interfaces and one control interface, and 22 hosts:

• one (1) host runs the power grid unit (AMICI model),

• one (1) host runs the nuclear plant (AMICI model),

• two (2) hosts for running the R-PLC units for the

interconnection between power grid, nuclear plant and

network,

• one (1) host for running the power market unit, and

• the (3) hosts to run the malicious software (attackers).

• the rest of the hosts to produce normal traffic.

The reason to use such a large testbed is to try replicate the

attack from various hosts and verify the results. Within the

Emulab testbed we emulated packet losses and background

traffic (potentially DoS attack) in order to recreate a dynamic

and unpredictable environment such as the Internet. For the

background traffic we used UDP packets generated with both

PathTest 1 and Iperf 2. We have installed those tools in all the

attacker nodes.

Additionally, we adjusted our networks in order to emulate

the bandwidth limitations (10Mb/s) not only for the Internet

but also for the communication to PLC. The communication

between R-PLCs and the power grid model was implemented

with a 100Mb/s to provide maximal performances for the inter-

action between R-PLC units. Finally, we should state that there

is a synchronization algorithm between the models execution

time and the system clocks ensuring reliable exchange of data.

B. Scenarios

The implemented scenarios are two, the first one affects

the nuclear plant and the second one the real PLC, which is

connected to the power grid.

1) Attack against a nuclear plant’s PLC: In the imple-

mented scenario the attacker interacts with PLCs by sending

legitimate Modbus packets. This scenario assumes an attacker

is able to access an internal network by bypassing the security

of either the control center or substation networks. By doing

so, it is possible to compromise the PLC, produce different

values, and hide the fact that the plant produces approximately

30MW/h less without having any specific alarm. Since, the

additional power is produced by the rest of the power grid, this

means that the additional cost is around 793 euros/h, taking

into account the average price for 30MW provided by the spot

market (section III-C).

In Fig. 6 we see the minimal change of the temperature on

the two different stages with normal and compromised PLC.

1PathTest, Free Network Capacity Test tool, 2015
2Iperf: The TCP/UDP Bandwidth Measurement Tool, 2015

It should be stated that the graph considers a timeframe of

10 hours: every hour the system registers a different level

of energy demand and reacts accordingly. Since power acts

mostly on the fuel temperature Tfuel, the effects on the

moderator temperature Tm are negligible. When the system

experiences a constant increase in the power demand, it reacts

accordingly by varying the fuel temperature Tfuel2 and the

moderator temperature Tm2.

Fig. 6: Behavior of the system. The dynamics of the reactor

is described by three quantities: the temperature of the fuel,

Tfuel, the temperature of the moderator, Tm, and the temper-

ature of the outflow water, Tout, and it is represented in two

different load demand configurations (Tfuel, Tm, Tout) and

(Tfuel2, Tm2, Tout2). Tm is computed as the average between

the inflow (Tin) and the outflow temperature (Tout) of the

moderator.

2) Attack against a generator’s PLC: The DDoS attacks

were implemented in different bandwidths up to 100Mbit/s,

but we minimize our attacks till 20Mbit/s in order to be more

realistic. We did not target the attack against a specific equip-

ment because then the attack would be ”extremely” successful.

We aimed to minimize the network bandwidth between the

physical equipment and the power market. Therefore there

may be partial loss of communication between those entities.

In this scenario we have a dedicated router connecting

the main elements. The router is not reachable through the

Internet, but is used to pass communication for other services,

such as web services, etc . This means that a DDoS attack

cannot be aimed directly at the PLC, but by attacking a

specific other service the network bandwidth is going to be

limited. When the DDoS attack takes place, additional energy

is needed by the consumers of the grid. So following the power

market auction procedure, the producers place their bid and the

power market decides on who has the best offer. During the

scenario the needed load is constant 100MW split over various

consumers. Moreover, the real PLC is connected to various

simulated generators (each time to a different one) in order to

identify any deviations based on the power grid topology.

The parameters we considered for the following experiments

are packet losses and background traffic. For packet losses
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we used 3 rates: 0%, 10% and 20%. Finally, for the attack’s

background traffic we used: 5Mb/s, 10Mb/s and 20Mb/s.

For each configuration setting, representing a combination of

packet loss rate and background traffic we executed a separate

experiment.

Within this context we measured a maximal success rate

of 77% and a minimal success rate of 28%. The results show

that even for 15% packet losses and 20 Mb/s the attack success

rate is not 100%. More specifically, this means that from 100

attempts, an average of less than 50 will fail to produce some

financial gain for the attacker or loss for the consumer. It

should not come as a surprise that we measured a higher

success rate for a larger loss rate. An explanation for this

behavior is that the reduced number of packets does not assist

the power market to verify that the offers need confirmation.

These results are depicted in Tab. I. The cost is calculated

by taking into account the success rate and the average price

provided by the spot market for 100 MW.

TABLE I: Attack success rate and additional cost

DDoS success rate

2.5Mb/s 5Mb/s 10Mb/s
Packet max Cost

traffic traffic traffic loss(%) (euros/h)

28% 32% 60% 0% 1586.58

29% 35% 68% 10% 1798.12

28% 37% 77% 20% 2036.11

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Cyber-physical systems are engineered systems that are

built from, and depend upon, the seamless integration of

computational algorithms and physical components. In this

paper we present the implementation of a cyber-physical

testbed including multiple Critical Infrastructures (CIs):

• two simulated interconnected infrastructures, power grid

and nuclear plant,

• a simulated power market for providing the cost for the

provided energy,

• a real PLC which is interconnected with a specific bus of

the power network,

• an emulated cyber network which interconnects and con-

trols all the aforementioned elements

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that

those elements were presented/interconnected in a prototype

and provides a step forward towards understanding the cyber

security vulnerabilities of the current cyber-physical systems.

In this paper we have analyzed the effects of network param-

eters on coordinated attacks and we show that they could be

significants.

Based on this implementation, more advanced experiments

will be created at the Network & Information Security Lab-

oratory (NIS Lab) in order to show the effect of cyber-

attacks against real infrastructure including the actions of real

human actors (e.g. human operators) in the cyber-physical

testing/simulation process. Moreover, we plan to propose and

implement a set of countermeasures to tackle and mitigate the

attacks, based on the exchanging signals and their statistical

analysis for detecting anomalies [29][30].
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